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ABSTRACT
Rodeo is presented not as a by-product of the American 
Cowboy, but rather an ultimate evolution traceable to the cave­
man's struggle for survival. This primitive struggle became a
-n the Island of Crete. Later it was refined and accepted 
as the major sporting spectacle of Spanish speaking peoples.
From this tradition of highest contest excellence rodeo develop­
ed from frontier ranching duties in the Spanish Southwest.
Throughout each of these developmental periods artists 
seized upon the visual possibilities of this pagentry. Cave 
artists presented the hunt in a magical way, Minoan artists 
depicted the bull-leapers grace. Spanish artists, Goya and 
Picasso, painted the savagery of the bullfight arena. Americans 
like Remington and Russell superbly painted the Nineteenth 
Century cowboy, but few Twentieth Century painters have treated 
the cowboy or rodeo in a manner befitting its heritage. For 
this reason, Cowboy Art is a "black spot" in an art tradition 
which includes some of the most prominent names in Art History. 
The Rodeo has connotations of adventure, romance, and dynamics 
found in all the contributing stages of its development. It 
is merely its presentation that keeps it from claiming its 
rightful place in a meaningful art tradition.
VI
A discussion of the weaknesses of cowboy art and con­
temporary artists who are bringing it back to respectability 
is given. Also considered are new interpretive possibilities 
of the cowboy theme and discussion of this writer's work in 
connection with these possibilities.
V I 1
INTRODUCTION
Home on the rangeWhere the deer and the antelope play,
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word 
and the sky is not cloudy all day.
When does this well known little verse lose basic 
meaning and become overly romantic? Must a date be set for 
the end of the classic old West? Are we forced to consider 
everything written, painted and sung of that Western Era to 
be meaningless; or is it merely the visual treatment of his­
torical fact that renders it unnecessarily sentimental? Most 
contemporary western painters approach their subject without 
real imagination and too much personal identification. They 
are so close to their subject that they fail to see the fu­
tility of persisting in painting the same "Back in the Saddle” 
theme that Russell and Remington did fifty years ago. Also, 
they lack the fresh imagination once used by these two giants 
of the Western American art. Russell and Remington painted a 
way of life that was fresh and real; most contemporary western 
artists paint weak nostalgia or commercially salable "tourist" 
products. The realm of the American cowboy is not beyond the 
reach of an artist. It is rather the treatment of this subject 
that makes it a debateable artistic direction.
In my estimation modern rodeo is the epitomy and the 
final culmination of the Old West's cowboy, yet the spirit of
1
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both the sport and the man goes beyond American history.
Modern rodeo is not only a by-product of the early cattle 
business in America or the whim of a few reckless cowboys.
It is rather one of the few remaining true contests between 
man and animal in world culture. I shall put rodeo into a 
historical context and pursue it's development to a con­
ceivably primary source; primitive man's struggles for sur­
vival. Throughout each of the potential contributing stages 
in rodeo development there were artists who seemed compelled 
to depict the man-animal struggle. This is true for primitive 
times and for the sport as we know it today. It is my intention 
to briefly examine what I consider to be the outstanding examples 
of artist's and their art concerned with what I have taken the 
liberty to term "Rodeo Imagery in Art".
I would like to suggest that rodeo content in painting can 
claim its rightful heritage in a meaningful art tradition. It 
springs from a basic part of man's experience. It is my wish 
that this thesis will supply some new solutions to the western 
theme. I will discuss my own work in the light of this hope.
-̂Rodeo pronounced Ro-day-o or Ro-de-o depending on geo­




STRUGGLE AND SPORT AS SEEN BY ARTISTS
I have implied that the quest of primitive man to sus­
tain their families may have been the first seed of a rodeo 
concept. Without the taming or domestication of animals as a 
controlled supply of food, the rodeo would never have materi­
alized. To further familiarize rodeo's relationship with the 
cave man, the following is a brief commentary on man's primary 
struggle with the animal.1
Until cave dwelling communities banned together in great 
organized hunts, the meat diet of any one family was unstable. 
Han at this time was little more than a scavenger who picked 
the remains of game killed by larger meat eating animals.
Early man's individual hunting exploits consisted mainly of 
clubbing small animals and birds and unwary fish caught in the 
shallows. Only with the advent of cooperative hunting did mam 
become heavily dependent on the horse, wild cattle, and similar 
animals for a constant food supply. Of these early cooperative 
hunts, evidence of one of the most interesting is located at the
1Much of the historical matter that follows is based on 
educated guesses forwarded by authorities in the fields of 
Anthropology and Archeology. The text is by no means the com­plete development of cave mam society to modem mam, rather I 
have taken the liberty to include only facts relative to the 




base of a large cliff near Solutre in Prance where the bones 
of an estimated 100,000 wild horses and some other animals 
were found.1 2 This suggests that groups of primitive man 
based much of their meat supply on driving animals over cliffs 
to provide meat and skins for survival. The banding together 
of men for hunting purposes may well have initiated a spark 
of primitive social organizations necessary to create and re­
ceive the earliest contests of man versus animal that could 
be labled sport.
A. Art in Man's Struggle for Survival.
The importance of art in relationship to cave man's 
hunting is now considered since his belief in the magical 
powers of his cave pictures was believed to bear directly on 
his hunting success. Scientists have pointed out that most 
of the caves containing pictures show no sign of continuous 
occupancy which suggests that they were reserved for religi­
ous or magical rituals in which the paintings probably played 
a major role. Sometimes the pictures depict wounds on the 
animals as though the men pretended to kill them. By painting 
the intended game man believed he held mystical power over the
1Editors of Life Magazine. The Epic of Man. New York: 
Time Incorporate, 1961, p. 26. The first horses of the glacial 
age, which were rather small in comparison to his contemporary 
had shaggy hair, huge hoofs and powerful jaws for feeding on 
the course plants of that age.
2Ibid, p. 33. The inganunity of these early artists is 
interesting. "For coloring, they mixed mineral oxides and 
charcoal, with animal fat as a binder. They blew the pigment 
onto the stone walls through bone tubes or molded 'crayons' 
with it."
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animal spirit which lending itself to hunting success. 
Anthropologists call this sympathetic magic. Primitive man 
had similar fears about himself and rarely painted self- 
portraits and then only in disguise. "The reason is obvious," 
states anthropologist James Maringers, "Stone Age man had a 
mortal fear of becoming the victim of his own kind of sympathe­
tic magic.
It would be misleading to suggest that these early 
artists displayed their talents for only religious reasons.
Some caves are covered with animal paintings that overlap and 
cover the work of previous generations. Little evidence can 
be found in these caves that point to their use as part of a 
religious ritual. It seems that these artists painted to ful­
fill an innate desire to document the experiences of their 
contemporaries with existing animal life. The beauty of these 
primitive paintings and drawings is quite astounding. Early 
man had a feeling for the colors of the earth and its animals 
that has seldom been surpassed. Crude forms of perspective 
and stylizations in connection with actual finger and hand 
prints of the painter left on cave walls and in the moist clay 
point to the most personal of art forms.
With the first primitive phase of man's acquaintance 
with the animal drawing to a close, a second phase then developed 
and concerned itself with the domestication of wild animals.
This phase brings us considerably closer to the main subject of 
this paper. Anthropologists believe the next step in the
1Ibid. p. 32.
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acquisition and use of tame animals was the development of 
farming. The fields of the early farmers attracted the wild 
herds which grazed on tender shoots of grain which were much 
more tempting than the wild grasses. Perhaps some of the 
young animals were captured or a mother animal killed and the 
small captive brought to the camp as a pet for a child, zoo­
logists believe the keeping of pets to be the initial stage in 
the domestication of sociable animals such as sheep and goats, 
but cannot realize the taming of larger animals such as cattle 
and horses.'*’ If anthropologists will grant that a female 
horse could have been killed and the colt spared as a pet for 
a child, then anyone who has seen a child try to climb on the 
back of a small animal will agree to the ultimate result. If 
the child did succeed in mounting the colt and continued to do 
so as they both grew, when they reached maturity the result 
would not only be a swaybacked horse but the first equestrian. 
The same would be said for the capture of cattle. Since horses 
furnish transportation and cattle supply a diversity of food 
products their future usefulness in man's scheme of things is 
obvious.
B. A Struggle Becomes a Sport.
Although man’s first relationship with animals probably 
was based on his physical needs for survival, the use of 
animals in sport and in religious ritual must have been an 
early development. Minoan bull leaping on the Isle of Crete 1
1Ibid. p. 56
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about 2000 B.C. serves as a good example. Bull leaping was 
clearly an athletic event of skill which had religious over­
tones.1 From time immemorial, the bull had become a sacred 
beast and was included as part of important festivals. The 
sports in which he (the bull) later appeared became a national 
institution. These feasts were similar to those which were the 
amusement of ancient Egypt and of Cappodocia in the XXIV Century 
B.C..* 2 3
Bull leaping in Crete began with the exploits of daring 
herdsmen of the plains before it was adopted by the professionals 
and adapted for the arena. The capture of suitable bulls for 
the sport was no small task. Concerning a Minoan mural of bull 
leaping, G. Glotz says:
In a mountain landscape we see a cowboy thrown on the ground by a beast whose tail frisks with joy. The 
simplest way was to stalk the animal near the drinking- 
place and to jump on to his neck while he had,his head 
in the water. Some of them were broken in and we see 
tamers twisting their heads round by sheer force of the 
wrists. Once tamed, they lay down quietly and allowed 
the toreadors to take them by the horns and jump over 
their hindquarters.1
During the transition from the plains to the arena, the Minoans 
took certain liberties with the sport and refined the role of 
the participants to a degree of near impossibility.
^G. Glotz, The Aegean Civilization, New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1925, p. 2 W .
2Ibid, p. 289.
3Ibid. p. 293. A parallel to this may be seen in modern 
rodeo's bulldogging, a variation in this contemporary counter­part is the approach to the animal. The contestant leaps to 
the head of a running steer from a horse averaging 25 to 35 M.P.H., and is timed while wrestling the animal to a halt and to the ground.
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As soon as he has leaped on to the beast the toreador 
lets go of the horns with his hands and holding himself on by his thighs, leans back over the muzzle; with legs 
in air and arms out stretched he waits for the movement 
when the bull will toss him backwards and give him the 
impetus to take the perilous leap and land on his feet 
by a vigorous jerk of his loins.1
It took strength to say nothing of courage for these 
first bull-fighters to brave the fury of the charge and hang 
on to the horns while performing difficult maneuvers on the 
back of a bull larger than the modern breed by approximately 
one-third.2 The enthusiasm of a sporting people for exhibitions 
like this is understandable, and it is of small wonder that 
artists were attracted to the visual possibilities of such a 
dangerous yet graceful sport. In vase and mural paintings of 
a bull-leaping contest it is observed that the contestants wore 
no protective clothing; both male and female participants were 
clad only in high boots and loincloth. The artists of this 
period worked in a highly stylized manner that lent itself 
perfectly for decorative artistic purposes. The grace with 
which bull-leaping participants performed their sport is 
brilliantly conceived and executed by artists of that period. 
Some fine examples of their work have survived as testimony to 
the high degree of skill possessed by the painters of Crete. 
Pablo Picasso has been influenced by a number of these early 
renderings. A striking similarity of stylizations and compo­
sitions can be found between certain Picasso bullfight paintings 
and Crete wall murals.J
1Ibid. p. 296.
2Ibid, p. 294.
^Eplc of Man, p. 147.
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It is easy to see the numerous possibilities of the bull 
pitted against man in an arena situation. The history of such 
contests is easily traceable from the earliest contests in 
Crete to those of the Roman Empire which eventually evolved 
into the bullfights of Spain, Portugal, and Latin America.
The contemporary bullfights of Spanish people have under­
gone many changes since their simple conception on the plains 
of Crete, but the basic maneuvers of the men against the bull 
have always had a similarity about them.
There is no other contest of man versus animal that 
carries greater overtones of danger than bullfighting. It is 
conceded that it takes a rare breed of man to enter the arena 
with an animal bred and goaded into using its instincts to kill. 
Are bullfighters neurotics or masochists bent on self-annilation? 
The culture of Spanish speaking people say "no" and have placed 
the Corrida on the highest pedestal of artistic excellence.
Homage is paid to bullfighting heroes on a level otherwise 
attained only by patron saints. It is said "toreros and royalty 
are the only ones who live well."1 The position of a torero is 
coveted by all those of lesser economic status; bullfighting is 
still one method for a poor boy to get ahead in Spain.
Romantic subject matter in art can easily degenerate into 
meaningless sentimentality. For this reason few artists have 
been able to tackle the romantically saturated subjects of the 
bullfight or the American cowboy and still receive critic ac­
claim as fine artists rather than commercial illustrators. Two
■^Barnaby Conrad, "Corrida," Playboy, 1964, p. 78.
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artists who have taken the challenge of the bullfight and still 
retained high esteem in the world of art are Spaniards, Goya 
and Picasso.
Francisco Goya not only painted the excitement of the 
arena, but in his youth he participated. Goya said, "that he 
has fought bulls in his day and with the sword in one's hand 
one fears nothing." Even in his later life he could not fight 
off the nostalgia which youthful reminiscence brought to him. 
"Many times, he donned the fighter's spangled costume and even 
included a self-portrait in one of his prints of bullfights, 
this in order to document for posterity that, he, Goya, had 
always been closely connected with bullfighting. All this, in 
order to allow scholars to identify someday the painter from 
Aragon in this little fighter with his cape."^
His most ambitious series considering the bullfight was 
entitled La Touromaquia. This edition of engravings included 
forty-four plates and was concerned with the origin and history 
of bullfighting in Spain and culminated with Goya's contempo­
raries. Subsequent editions included the early Moor bullbaiting 
games. Goya's work was in continual controversy during his 
lifetime and La Touromaquia was no exception. Certain prints 
include only the head of the bull and feet of the matador. His 
reckless courage in using unique cropping of the subject matter 
must have been unheard of at the time. It was just this type of 2
^Luis Miquel Dominquin and George Bridaille, Toros Y 
Toreros, London: Thames and Hudson, 1961, p. 14.
2Tomas Harris, Goya, Great Britian: Spottiswoode, 
Ballantyne and Co., 1964, Vol. I, p. 173.
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rebellion against traditional content and composition that 
marked him for examination before the Inquisition. The La 
Touromaquia series appears stiff and belabored in comparison 
to the Los Caprichos or Los Desastries de la Guerra. This 
may be attributed to Goya's advanced age or perhaps the master 
was self-conscious and tense since they were conceived so soon 
after his Inquisition trial.
During Goya's lifetime, he executed many works based on 
the bullfight theme. Most were paintings or engravings, but 
shortly before his death he discovered lithography and completed 
an ambitious series entitled Bulls of Bordeaux, in 1824.1 2 These 
prints received little notice and did not come into favor with 
collectors until Goya's death in 1828.
The bullfight program of Barcelona, Spain, states 
"Tanroraachy is above all an art as it can be seen from the fact 
that the bullfights are a constant source of inspiration for 
painting, sculpture, poetry, music, novel, drama, cinema, and 
dance."2
Pablo Picasso, a contemporary artist who is inspired by 
the bullfight, is considered one of the greatest Twentieth 
Century artists because of his diversification, innovations, 
and ability to communicate in aesthetic terms. Picasso was 
born in Malaga, Spain, October 25, 1881. His ancestory gave 
him natural background in the appreciation of the bullfight, 
but more important than his heritage is his artistic insight
•̂Harris, XV.
2E1 Programs, Barcelona: August, 1964, p. 37.
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of the bullfight. Picasso embodies aspects of the bullfight 
in whole or in part throughout his entire career as an artist.
Of particular interest is a volume of Corrida paintings pub­
lished in 1961 under the title Toros Y Toreros. This entire 
series deals with various aspects of the bullfight. Some 
paintings are concerned with the sundrenched arenas and di­
versity of spectator color.1 Other works seem to be very 
painterly portraits of specific bulls, matadors or picadors 
but much of his work involves the action of bull versus man.2 34
Never in this publication does Picasso sacrifice figurative 
representation, but he selects only its most dramatic aspects 
to impose upon the viewer an essentially symbolic representation.
It would indeed be an easy task to enlarge on the bull­
fight theme and to read into Picasso's drawings a whole 
series of concealed meanings, whether political, religious, philosophical, social or merely affective. But is it not, 
as people always insist, one of the characteristics of all 
great works that they can suggest so many different lit­
erary or philosophical commentaries? Each period in turn discovers in them what it has projected into them.3
Works which are of particular interest to this paper are 
those in which Picasso is engaged in portraying the action of 
the arena.* His techniques to achieve this end vary with each 
individual work, suggesting the extent of diversity at his 
disposal. At times, he distorts the participants through
1See page 5 in Abbottempo magazine. (Maximo Garcia de 
la Torre, M.D. "Surgeon of the Toreros," Abbottempo,III (November, 1965), pp. 4-5.




elongation accenting the powers and determination of each 
combatant. Other paintings achieve momentum through appli­
cation of Futurist ideas and incorporate the outline within 
undulating lines and shapes. Throughout this entire series 
Picasso demonstrates that romantic subject matter need not 
be a liability. He has, in fact, used it to enhance the 
emotional effect of his work. The ease with which a viewer 
can identify the subject lends to more complete communication.
The critical factors that label these paintings as meaningful 
rather than bullfight illustrations is the draftsmanship, 
abstraction, and compositional genius of Picasso. It is to 
men such as Picasso and Goya that the artist must look for the 
solution to overcome the stigma of romantic subject, and create 
meaningful art.
It should not appear through apparent emphasis on Spanish 
bullfight in this paper that this artful sport is restricted 
only to that country. When the Spanish conquistadors landed in 
the Americas, their presence had deeper connotations them the 
animals they abandoned (which multiplied to form the stock for 
rodeo use of the future). They brought to the new world a 
sporting tradition of excellence. Bullfight was to play the 
major sporting role in Spanish-American colonies. It was through 
this transplant of highest contest ideals that originated a new 
sport concerned with everyday ranching duties in Mexico. Rodeo 
- the cowboy sport.
CHAPTER II.
ARTISTS AND LIFE IN WESTERN AMERICA
On July 4, 1803, the United States bought the whole o£ 
Louisiana, or all the lands west of the Mississippi from the 
French. This region had changed drastically since the first 
white explorers of Spanish descent had seen it. These explorers 
had been defeated by the heat and natives of the area and in 
their retreat they abandoned many numbers of their wiry North 
African horses and cattle. The abandoned and scattered live­
stock multipled, and spread and were soon available for Indian 
exploitation by the early 1800's. With the obtainment of the 
horse an entirely different mode of life evolved for the Indians. 
They became buffalo hunters and followed the migrating herds as 
a tribal unit. Indians who had been farmers or fishermen now 
became nomads. Their only restrictions were the boundaries im­
posed upon them by neighboring enemy tribesmen. Washington 
Irving wrote, NA man who bestrides a horse must essentially be 
different from a man who cowers in a canoe."1
During this period of Western American's historical develop­
ment there were few known contests between man and animal rivaling 
those previously discussed. It may be argued that the life of 
the American Indians and explorations of Western America from
^Bruce Nelson, Land of the Dacotahs, Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, "n.d."w,r p.' IB'. '..r
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1800 to 1850 has little to do with rodeo imagery or the products 
of artists concerned with men in contest against animals. Yet 
it should be remembered that in the most specific sense the 
Spanish word “Rodeo" meant "roundup". With this precise meaning 
of the original word understood, it is easy to bring under its 
heading any activity that would put man in either a competitive 
or cooperative condition with animals. The Spanish roundup was 
directly concerned with food since these roundups ended with the 
cattle at a point of market. The entire livelihood of American 
plains Indians depended solely on their ability as horsemen and 
hunters to "roundup" or surround the bison herds making them 
more vulnerable for hunting. This Indian hunt comes closer to 
the original meaning of the word rodeo than the modern sport 
that claims it as a name. The roping events of modern rodeo 
are reminiscent of early Spanish roundups. The ability to ride 
bucking stock has nothing to do with the original meaning of 
rodeo and could only be considered as incidental in the true 
sense of the word.
A, Exploration and Artists of the Frontier.
In 1804, President Thomas Jefferson instructed Meriwether 
Lewis, his secretary, to explore the Louisiana Purchase. Lewis 
in turn employed his friend, William Clark as second in command 
of the exploration party.1 The Lewis and Clark Expedition did 
not employ the services of an artist, but the accounts of their 
journey stirred the imaginative potential of many artists to
*John C. Ewers, Artists of the Old West, New York: 
Doubleday & Co., 1965, p.'16.
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come. The first painters to follow their example and travel 
onto the plains were Titian Ramsay Peale and Samuel Seymour.1 2
Many other artists traveled into the wilderness to record for 
science or personal benefit the wonders of the frontier and 
its people, but it would be impossible to discuss all of them.
I have included only two outstanding examples of the first 
artists to travel on the American Plains.
George Catlin was born in Pennsylvania in 1796, his
fascination for Indians was evident throughout his childhood.
Even though the out-of-doors attracted him more than education,
his father persuaded him to attend law school, coached him
through examinations, and helped him start a practice. But at
this time, he became interested in drawing, sold his law books
and decided to devote his life to art. By hard work, he won
election to both the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts and the
American Academy of Fine Arts. In 1832, he was able to travel
up the Missouri River in a fur company boat to Fort Union, the
2farthest removed post on that river.
During the summer of 1832, Catlin, averaging 18 miles of 
travel per day, observed all the major Indian tribes of the 
Northern Plains. In only 86 days on the upper Missouri, he pro­
duced more than 135 pictures including Indian portraits, hunting 
scenes, and landscapes.3 Although many paintings consisted of
1Ibid. p. 11.
2Ewers, p. 74. Today Fort Union is in North Dakota on 
the Missouri River near the Montana border.
3Ibid. p. 83.
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portraits of prominent Indians, the bulk of his work concerned 
itself with action themes. This greater portion was of Indians 
engaged in racing and hunting. In all aspects of the various 
activities the Indians competed with each other giving each the 
resemblance of a game. The number of scalps, buffalo, or races 
won depended heavily on the horse and rider functioning as a 
superb equestrian unit.
The paintings of George Catlin have been a controversy in 
American art for generations. He was self taught and his style 
was difficult to digest for a public programmed to traditional 
painting. Many of his paintings were erroneously detailed; and 
even though he was considered a portrait painter, his lack of 
perspective and inaccurate renderings of the human figure is 
evident in much of his work. His strong point was the ability 
to paint a man or landscape quickly, retaining a freshness not 
evident in much of the overworked paintings of other early 
artists. His work is a breath of fresh air in a field of rather 
stagnant and deadly romantics. Catlin achieved action in his 
work through both technique and portrayal of subject. One of 
the best examples of his personal impressionism is a painting of 
Indians on a Wild Horse Roundup.1
Catlin began exhibiting his work in 1833 and held shows 
in Pittsburgh, New York, Washington, Philadelphia and Boston.
His work was also acclaimed in smaller mid-western towns. In 
1839, Catlin went to England and exhibited there for five years. 
The high point of his career came with an invitation to show for
^See the American Heritage Book of Indians, p. 258.
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King Louis Philippe of Prance in the Louvre.1 The work of 
George Catlin had no small influence on the art of the 1800's 
and his success in the West encouraged many other artists to 
follow. Better draftsmen were to erne but none would render 
the action of the plains with such dynamics as this lawyer 
turned artist.
The most outstanding and superb draftsman to follow 
Catlin to the frontier was Karl Bodmer, born in Zurich, Switzer­
land in 1809. He was referred to Prince Alexander Maxmillian as 
an artist of no small ability who would be quite able to illus­
trate the people and landscape in Western America for the Prince's 
scientific expedition. The party of Swiss scientists reached St. 
Louis in 1883, brought the necessary supplies and trade goods and 
departed for Indian country up the Missouri.2 They arrived at 
Fort Union, and Bodmer painted several Indian portraits. They 
then sailed further up river following the trail Lewis and Clark 
traveled 80 years before. At Port McKenzie (Montana) their voy­
age ended. Bodmer painted Indians and landscapes and Prince 
Maxmillian scourged the countryside for specimens of wildlife 
for his scientific journals. Bodmer drew heavily upon Indian 
dances for subject matter, but he also executed many works con­
cerned with Indians and animals in a sporting situation.3
The strength of Karl Bodmer's work lies in his abilities 
as a draftsman and keen observer. Inevitably the work of Catlin
"hswers, p. 91.
2Ewers, p. 103.
3See the American Heritage Book of Indians, pp. 260-2.
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and Bodmer would be compared. They traveled the same country 
only one year apart yet their work is as incompatable as their 
backgrounds. Catlin worked impatiently trying to catch a like­
ness or an action, whereas Bodmer was the calm disciplined 
artist intent on every minor detail of costuming. The achieve­
ments of Catlin and Bodmer on the upper Missouri are the most 
outstanding of any artists before the introduction of the camera 
to this frontier. Catlin captured the spirit of times, while 
Bodmer's work may be studied for details of costuming of Northern 
Plains Indians.
If other artists had traveled up the Missouri River after 
1866 they would have been disappointed; the Indians of Catlin 
and Bodmer were impoverished by small pox and whiskey. The 
buffalo were disappearing and were being replaced by the Texas 
longhorn and the Cowboy.
B. The American West and Cowboy Artists.
Prior to 1850, the American cattle business was conducted 
on a small scale. With a national economy based on agriculture 
many city dwellers could be supplied with beef from near-by farms. 
The largest beef herds were concentrated in Texas but shipping 
and market price factors kept cattle raising on a large scale 
from becoming important to that states economy. However, follow­
ing the Civil War the cattle industry forged beyond the Texas 
border. The war had depleted the manpower of Texas and left 
the growing herds unattended. By the end of the war the number
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of cattle running wild was conservatively estimated at one- 
half million.1 Most of these were mavericks, slicks, or un­
branded cattle. Anyone who took the trouble to round them up, 
brand and drive them to market became their owner. In 1866, 
the cattle industry stood on the threshold of becoming one of 
the most important factors in the war-impoverished Texas econ­
omy. The difficulty was that there was little market. The 
thousands of fat, sleek steers worth only a few dollars in 
Texas, brought unbelieveable prices in northern and eastern 
markets. With the completion of Kansas railroads, a means of 
transportation was furnished.2 When the roundups developed, 
weeks and months were spent in the assemblage and movements of 
huge herds. It was this forced migration of cattle that gave 
American history the cowboy. His image has been criminally 
corrupted by writers, Hollywood, and advertising. For a true 
picture of the original cowboy one must sort carefully the 
multitude of material dealing with him. A search for early 
newspaper clippings reveals a more reasonable description of 
men in the early ranching vocation.
A reporter for a Providence, R. I., newspaper had this
to say about the psychological makeup of these early cowboys.
As you mingle with these cowboys you find in them a 
strange mixture of good nature and recklessness. You 
are as safe with them on the plains as with any class 
of men, so long as you do not impose upon them. They will even deny themselves for your comfort, and imperil 
their lives for your safety. But impose upon them or
1Clifford P. Westermeier, Man, Beast, Dust, Denver, 
Colorado! The World Press, 1947, p. 26.
2Ibid.
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arouse their ire, and your life is of no more value 
in their esteem than that of a coyote. Morally, as 
a class, they are foul-mouthed (sic) blasphemous, 
drunken, lecherous, utterly corrupt. Usually harm­
less on the plains when sober, they are dreaded in 
towns, for then liquor has the ascendency over them.
They are also so improvident as the veriest "Jack" 
of the sea. Employed as cowboys on six months in 
the year, from May till November their earnings are 
soon squandered in dissolutionness (sic) and then 
they hunt or get odd jobs to support themselves 
until another season begins.*
When the early cowboy and the wild mustang were put to­
gether the results were often quite spectacular as C. M. Russell 
colorfully writes*
When 1 first knowed Highwood Hank He's a cowpuncher 
and is pretty handy among broncs," says Rawhide 
Rawlins. "In them days he's riding for the P and 
anybody that savvies that iron knows that they never 
owned a boss that wasn't a snake. A man had to be a rider to work for 'em. If a hose theif found a P 
hoss in his bunch at daybreak, it's a cinch he'd turn 
him loose. P bosses was notorius.
"Kid Russell tells me that he rode one summer for Ben 
Phillips, who owned that brand. He claimed he didn't 
take on no flesh that year. When he quit, his finger­nails was all wore off an' there wasn't a hoss in his 
string that had any mane from his ears to his withers.
There were spur tracks all over his saddle. He couldn't eat supper thinkin' of the hoss he had to fork the next 
mornin' and he never made no try at breakfast. His 
hands is so shaky, all that spring, that he has to get 
a friend to roll his cigaretts, an' if he'd worked a 
whole season his fingers would be wore down to the 
knuckles. As it is, it takes a solid year to get the 
crooks out of his hands from havin' em clamped 'round the saddle horn.2
The hazards of breaking wild horses took their toll. An 
old time wrangler cautioned a young would-be cowboy* "There's 
nothin' in it, kid, he says. 'For I've been riding the rough 1
1Ibid. p. 40.
Charles M. Russell, Trails Plowed Under, New York* 
Doubleday, Page and Company, 192?, p. 195.
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string an* snappin' broncs ever since I was old enough to 
make a hand. An' all I've got to show for it is a lot of 
broken bones. I'm going on thirty now. In any other game 
a mam at thirty ain't so old, but any mam who breaks horses 
after he's thirty is an old mem at this game."!
These written sketches are indeed different than the 
cowboys of modem horse operas. With the trend toward re­
sponsible realism the public might expect a more truthful 
representation of the cowboy than that presented in the liter­
ature and movies of the early 1900's.
The lure of the west was not only felt by college stu­
dents and restless young men. The challenge of its potent 
image was accepted by many artists who seemed better able to 
capture its spirit than the cold remote lens of a camera.
The majority of these artists worked in eastern cities and 
received their inspiration from Bret Harte's dime novels. The 
fruits of their labors were found on the covers of best sellers 
and calendars.
Frederic Remington and C. M. Russell also sold to Brown 
and Bigelow and other book publishers, but their work came as 
a wish to document personal experiences in an era they found 
disappearing.
Frederick Remington was born on October 4, 1861. All 
through his boyhood the West and horses had been his greatest 
interest. His father's death in 1881 forced him to leave Yale 
Art School, and his inability to convince a young lady's father 1
1Ross Santee, Cowboy, New York: Ace Books, Inc., 1964, p. 41.
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that he was worthy of her forced his decision to go west 
that summer.1- Remington spent the next two years in the west 
and returned there for the following ten summers. His primary 
accomplishment while in the field was his absorption of the 
western landscape, Indians, cowboys, and cavalry soldiers. 
Remington was quick to notice and document the differences be­
tween the small Indian pony and the larger grain fed horse of 
the military. This recognizable difference was Remington's 
trademark throughout his career.
John Ewers states in Artists of the Old West, that 
Remington's paintings of historical events are not as powerful 
as his field sketches.
Such pictorial reconstructions may be relistically 
rendered, emotionally exciting, and even aesthetically 
pleasing. But their value as historical documents 
must depend upon the thoroughness of the research upon 
which they are based. In the pictorial record of the 
West, artistic realism is no substitute for historical truth. 1
Minor representations of costume in Remington's recon­
structed historical paintings are hardly grounds for criticism.
If it were, most of Rembrandt's prints with Bibical themes 
would be invalid. Remington did wish his work to be historically 
correct, but this was second in consideration to the condition 
of art he produced. It is the artist's place to interpret; a 
camera's work can do little more than record. Remington's life 
output exceeded 2500 drawings and paintings. It could not be 




especially those which were executed as a series and appeared 
in various magazines.
Many fellow artists criticized Remington for his use of 
photographic techniques. In an interview with a 1907 art 
critic, Remington acknowledged: "I do not employ photography 
at all now; though I once found it a great help. In a sense 
I have gotten all the good out of it I can get and now I want 
to work entirely away from it. It is quite possible that 
Remington studied the movements of the running horse from the 
photographs taken by Eadweard Maybridge in his book The Horse 
in Motion in 1882.2 These photographs clearly prove that the 
positions of horses' legs while running was not with front and 
hind legs extended, as was supposed by almost all artists be­
fore Remington, but showed the legs in their various stages of 
transition. If some of the horses in Remington's paintings 
have legs and even tail positions identical to those in May- 
bridge's work, it's nothing to apologize for. The artist is 
justified in using any means toward an end, and his talent of 
presenting the cavalry horse or the Indian pony, "whose head 
joined its neck like the two parts of a hammer,” did much to 
preserve the west in the image of action with overtones of 
truthfulness.1 23
The art works of Frederic Remington covered many facets 





of this era would as fully document the cowboy way of life as 
C. M. Russell the so called "Cowboy Artist".
Charles M. Russell was born on March 19, 1864. His 
father was a wealthy St. Louis brick manufacturer and land- 
owner. Young Russell did not get on well in school, he was 
preoccupied with thoughts of the frontier and its people.1 *
At sixteen years of age, Russell traveled to Montana to be a 
cowboy. During the next ten years he became intimately ac­
quainted with the cowboy way of life and conformations of the 
various range animals.
In 1890, Russell quit the cowboy life and moved to Great 
Falls, Montana, to settle down to the life of a painter. His 
work met with moderate success until 1911 when he held his 
first one man show in New York.^ A reviewer for the New York 
Time8 observed "he has been driven by am unquenchable thirst 
to portray the West before it varnished forever." Encouraged 
by his reviews, his wife began asking what Russell called,
"dead men's prices" and getting them.3
During the last thirty years of his life, Russell painted 
his earlier experiences and conceptions of mountain men and 
Indiem wars. It is doubtful if he witnessed the majority of 
these events. Historiams criticise him as they do Remington 
for misrepresentation of costume on many major figures in his
^Harold McCracken, C. M, Russell, New York: Doubleday & 




historical reconstructions. A rebuttal on these grounds would 
be the same as that used against Remington critics of histori- 
cal truthfulness. The painter is granted artistic and imagin­
ative license to interpret.
Russell traveled to London to exhibit his work of later 
years. He took a side trip to Paris to view the treasure of 
the Louvre. They held no appeal for him. He could be called 
an art heathen of the first rank. Most of the old masters made 
him tired; one trip to the galleries was enough. "Who in the 
hell wants to look at miles and miles of entombments and descents 
from the cross and martyrs crucified upside down. I'd just as 
soon visit a morgue. They must have been a miserable bunch, 
those artists", was his observation.1
The fact that he never studied contemporary schools of 
painting didn't seem to bother him. Russell and his western 
artist friends made fun of the Nude Descending a Staircase 
without a thought about the possibilities of applying the 
Futurist principles to a western action theme. Any knowledge 
of Cubist or Impressionist theory was absorbed indirectly from 
painter friends in New York during his annual exhibits there.
It is true that many of his later works were rejected by pub­
lishers because they contained too many impressionist colors, 
but these color combinations resulted from Russell's personal 
observations and not from a studied knowledge of Cezanne's 
theories. Russell once observed, "years from now when some art
1Austin Russell, C.M.R. Cowboy Artist, New York: Twayne 
Publishers, 1957, p. 14JI
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critic compares our pictures, what he'll notice is that Russell 
and Remington saw the same country, but not the same colors, 
and that's all a difference of light."1
At the time of his death in 1926, Russell had gained inter­
national fame as a painter who championed the cowboy and Indian, 
but his accomplishments need not be restricted to the thousands 
of art works he produced. His literary achievements may not be 
included among the all time greats of that field, but his short 
stories are accurate literary portrayals of the northwest cow­
boy and his vernacular.
Remington and Russell did not paint rodeo in the modern 
sense of the word. They painted the American way of life that 
was to adopt the Spanish word as title for their sport. The 
work of Remington and Russell has been labeled unnecessarily 
romantic and commercial. These criticisms are far over shadowed 
by the personal statement and interpretations of a way of life 
common to these most prominent of cowboy artists. Their work 
has its greatest connection to modern rodeo imagery in that the 
basic personages of their cowboy paintings have changed little 
in appearance or philosophy since the 1800's. The implication 
of the cowboy symbol has not been weakened with time but has 
expanded out of all sensible proportion. It must be the task 




COWBOY SKILLS BECOME A SPORT
The end of the open range did not spell an end to the 
impact of the cowboy. True, his influence was lessened, but 
the duties of modern cattlemen are very similar to the pioneer 
men in that vocation. Archer Gilfillian, a South Dakota 
theological student turned sheepherder has pointed out the 
depths to which he and others think the cowboy estate has 
fallen.
There is an almost universal belief that a cowboy's 
work is romantic ... He puts up hay for a couple of months during the summer and he feeds it for many a 
long month during the winter. In fact, he puts in 
six to eight months a year handling hay in one form or another and then another month or two handling 
the inevitable results. If this be romance, make 
the most of it ...
When the ignorant herder sees the cowboy risk his 
neck in breaking a bronc for five dollars, he comes 
to the conclusion that either the cowboys' neck is 
worth only five dollars or that his brains are 
located in that portion of his anatomy which clings 
most closely to the saddle ... throughout a large 
part of the west today, cowboy stuff is merely a 
phase which boys pass through, like playing Indians 
or soldiers, only some of them never growup. There will probably always be in the West a certain type of 
young fellow who cannot go out and drive in the milk 
cows without buckling on chaps and spurs. But with 
the present stringent laws against murder there is 




Gllfillian has exaggerated hie presentation. The West 
and cowboy of today no longer dominate the plains, but there 
is a new factor in its appeal. Men of rodeo and ranching live 
the same encumbered style of life that drew Gilfillian from the 
seminary to sheepherding. The wish to live the contemporary 
counterpart of a great historic tradition should not be that 
difficult to understand for one concerned with theological 
pursuits.
A. Rodeo's Development and Future.
The development and spread of rodeo as a sport in the 
United States closely parallels that of the horse and the cow­
boy - from the southwest to the north, and the relationship be­
tween Spanish-American fiestas of the southwest and the unchron­
icled birth of rodeo is a sequence of logical though. Early 
Mexican celebrations utilised exhibitions of riding and roping 
shills as forms of entertainment even though the major part of 
the fiesta was devoted to dancing, music, religious observations 
and feasting. Modern rodeo owes more in its development to the 
definition of the Spanish word ro-de-o, meaning roundup.1 This 
was the part of a cowboy's work where skills such as roping and 
riding were exhibited. Zt is natural to assume that within the 
various divisions of cowboy duties, men of superior skill devel­
oped, The tales of these ranch champions spread. Other ranches 
heard of them and would contest their most skillful men against 
them. The losers would buy the drinks.
^Westermeier, p. 33.
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Small grudge contests were staged everywhere throughout 
the West, but the first public exhibition was in Cheyenne, 
Wyoming, in 1872 as part of a 4th of July celebration. In 
1891, Miles City, Montana, staged the first contest with prizes 
for the contestants, and Lander, Wyoming, staged the first 
commercial rodeo in 1893 charging admission to public.1
In the late 1890's the possibilities of rodeo as public 
entertainment were realized. Commercial rodeo and wild west 
shows became part of Western America and by 1929 the public 
appeal was so great that the managements of several leading 
rodeos formed the Rodeo Association of America.2 There were 
591 approved professional rodeos in 1965, which attracted 
9,500,000 spectators with a total of $3,665,467 in prize money 
offered. There are hundreds of amateur rodeos in western 
states that are not included in these statistics which testify 
to the spectator appeal of rodeo.
Why does rodeo have such strong spectator appeal? There 
have been no studies on this subject, or if there have been, 
they have not been widely published. Perhaps the majority of 
the audience come to vicariously match itself with the beast 
in the arena. But, there is an element in each rodeo audience 
that comes to fulfill a desire to see someone injured. Most of 
this group will not admit it, and if they do witness what their 
sub-conscious brought them to see, they will say how terrible
1Ibld. p. 33.
2Ibid. p. 88.
M. s. Robertson, Rodeo, California: Howell-North, 1961,
p. 88.
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it Is. Nevertheless, they will be satisfied though they may 
not consciously know it. A better example of this spectator 
type may be found in the regular audiences of the bullfighting 
arena and boxing ring. In 1965, there were two fatalities and 
435 serious injuries requiring hospitalization in the profession­
al rodeo circuit, which is a testimony to the danger of "the 
break neck spectacle".1
The previous chapter gives background on the earliest 
rodeo participants; they were the men and animals of American 
ranches in the 1870's. The men of modem rodeo are motivated 
by many of the same reasons as their earlier counterparts, but 
they have another stronger lure than the first rodeo contestants, 
performance money. Although such winnings can be high, entry 
fees range from $20 to $100 an event per contestant.
It could be generalized that the men of Russell's time 
and of modern rodeo are moved by the same reason - a love of 
adventure. There have been few studies concerning the motivation 
that compels men to put their lives on the line, not once in a 
do-or-die act of bravery or heroism, but methodically contest 
after contest. The compulsion of men to put themselves in a 
dangerous conflict situation with an animal, whether in the bull­
fight or rodeo arena, may conceivably be generalized. A paper by 
the late psychiatrist Otto Fenichel, "The Counter Phobic Attitude," 
may illuminate one part of this dangerous desire.
When the organism discovers that it is now able to
overcome without fear a situation which would formerly
1John R. McDermott, "Breakneck Spectacle," Life, LIX, (August, 1965), p. 52.
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have overwhelmed it with anxiety, it experiences a 
certain kind of pleasure. This pleasure has the 
character of 'I need not feel anxiety anymore' ....It will generally hold true that the essential joy 
in sport is that one actively brings about in play 
certain tensions which were formerly feared, so that one may enjoy the fact that now one can over­
come them without fearing them.1
Many things have changed in the history of rodeo. Each 
year it becomes one of the top audience drawing sports in the 
United States and Canada, but what happened to the artists of 
this final crowning period of the West's development? Their 
work has become the least attractive of any artists' portraying 
of the west. In the eyes of the art world their painting seems 
to stand as the blackest sport in America's art history. Why? 
The answer to this question is intimately involved with their 
inability to change their painting styles and present the cow­
boy to modern man in a more contemporary manner.
B. Artists of the Twentieth Century Cowboy.
What happened to the artists of the last crowning period 
of the American West? They are everywhere. Twentieth Century 
cowboys with Nineteenth Century art and they make a good living 
from their work. A group of fifty who consider themselves to 
be select, organized the Cowboy Artists of America. "It's 
purpose is to band together the best western painters in the 
United states, keeping out the fakes who work from postcards or 
photographs."* 2 It is indeed admirable that they wish to advance 
the state of the cowboy painter. Their idea of good western
■ Ĉonrad, Playboy, p. 78.
2?School of Old Paint," Newsweek, (November, 1965), p. 107.
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painting is to restate old Remington and Russell themes which 
automatically become invalid, according to their statement of 
purpose, if transposed from photographs and postcards.
One member of the organization is Charles Dye, 59, a 
former rodeo contestant. While in the hospital recuperating 
from an arena accident, he became interested in the art work 
of C. M. Russell. At the age 29, he quit the rodeo and studied 
at the Chicago Art Institute and the American Academy and be­
came a professional illustrator. He turned out covers for 
Saturday Evening Post, Argosy, and American Weekly. "I was 
probably the only feller in New York in those days who was a 
cowpuncher, but I never did a western. They got Massachusetts 
boys to do cowboys and I did sail bo ats .D ye quit illustrating 
for magazines and now illustrates the old west for about $5000 
a canvas.
People are groping for something that isn't so damned 
mechanical or artificial as their own existance. May­
be my work doesn't stack up with the Metropolitan, but 
there is one helleva lot of people buying it in small 
towns. It doesn't bother me not to be in the big 
museum, I paint for honor. It's not like being a whore in black stockings like some of these big paint­
ers. I like to paint and I like to eat.2
Mr. Dye's statement does little to enlighten or promote the 
cause of the western painter. It seems entirely contradictory 
and destroys all acceptable criteria for art appreciation, say­
ing only in defense of his work that ... "one helleva lot of





statement reveals that his honor as an artist is not at all 
offended by ... "not to be in a big museum," which brings him 
into close identification with that ... "whore in black stock­
ings" whom he strongly renounces.1
Joe Beeler is another member of the Cowboy Artists of 
America. He is part Cherokee Indian and has proper credentials 
to identify with the old west cowboy he paints. He talks in a 
Will Rodgers drawl and says, "Everybody kind of would have liked 
to live during the era of the old west, and ah paint it cause 
ah love it."2 This author also would have liked to have lived 
in the Nineteenth Century. The fact is that neither of us did. 
Although we can be extremely familiar with its folklore, and 
experience many of the same things Nineteenth Century man did, 
we will always have a view of that era emotionally softened by 
our Twentieth Century existence. Joe Beeler's "Picking a Place," 
reminiscent of many of C. M. Russell's paintings has none of 
Russell's superb draftsmanship, feeling for animal or human 
anatomy and none of Russell's potent use of horizon and other 
elements for compositional purposes.3 Its title to originality 
is dubious and it becomes rather a humerous caricature with the 
introduction of a broad leaf cactus in which a "bucked-off- 
rider" is about to land.
There are fifty members at present in the Cowboy Artists 
of America, most of them are cowboys who work roundups and 123
1Ibid. p. 108.
2Ibid. p. 108.
3See page 107 in Newsweek.
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rodeos. Many have studied art in colleges or art schools, but 
they are not given to talk about techniques, color or compo­
sition when they are together. They prefer to talk about Indian 
wars and western folklore. Most of them collect western arti­
facts and "meticulously research each of their paintings for 
the man they try most to please is the cowboy himself, who will 
"raise hell" if a single detail in not correct."^" These state­
ments to little more to promote the Cowboy Artists of America 
as a group of serious artists them the profiles of a select 
two of their number, Beeler and Dye. It is admirable that they 
wish to please the cowboy's eye as to the authenticity of each 
subject pictured. It would be of greater merit if they would 
strive equally hard to bring their work into the category of 
creative, expressive, well-conceived, well-designed, art objects.
The reasoning behind their producing historical visual 
reconstructions as pieces of merit in the fine art field is un­
sound. The execution of aesthetic historical reconstructions 
can be done and has been done but quality fails as long as the 
criteria for judging the finished work puts emphasis on histori­
cal truthfulness rather than the principle of fine art. Reming­
ton and Russell also tried for historical realism in their work, 
but the underlying major factor in their production was not sales, 
truthfulness or to please the public; their desire was to record 
for posterity, in an American art tradition their experiences 
which they saw fast disappearing. It is not possible for the 
Cowboy Artists of America (even with historical facts available)
^•Newsweek, p. 107.
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to paint more meaningful historical paintings them Remington 
and Russell. The Cowboy Artists of America could produce more 
aesthetic art works than Remington or Russell, but aesthetics 
has very little to do with factual truthfulness. They did not 
experience the old west. They try to reconstruct it with week 
end trail rides, camping trips, find rodeos. These experiences 
are what they should interpret and paint. Their particular 
Twentieth Century experiences must be placed in a Twentieth 
Century context or statement.
The Old West is gone; its spirit lives on, but it is 
distorted by pickup trucks, electric branding irons, tele­
vision, movies and literature. However it is still potent 
subject matter. It can even achieve new meaningfulness when 
taken from its original context, translated and contrasted 
with our personal existence in this century? The virus that 
attacked the American regionalism of Grant Woods era and 
drained it of it's significant content has also affected cow­
boy art. It has now become a weak formula that has been im­
pervious to change since the strong pioneer efforts of Reming­
ton and Russell.
Picasso has executed a series of bullfight paintings in 
which Christ on the cross has removed his loincloth and uses 
it as a cape to bait a charging bull. This is a superb example 
of a romantic and historical subjects being translated, inter­
preted, and put before the public in an entirely new and 
original light. The Cowboy Artists of America need not go so 
far as to present the cowboy in biblical context, but they do
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need to examine the possibilities of presenting their subject 
in a more contemporary way. The theme of a cowboy branding 
someone else's cattle, fighting Indians, or engaged in a 
"shoot out" in a saloon is worn out. Yet such themes could be 
rejuvenated if interpreted and executed in a new and original 
light. They must trade their palette of sunset colors, No. 3 
sable brushes, and Zane Grey literature for a one year's sub­
scription to Art News or other art oriented literature. Then, 
perhaps, they would be better equiped to produce work of 
aesthetics value rather than "slick” illustrations. The cowboy 
of both the old west and modern rodeo has symbolic implications 
that lend to interpretations far beyond the saddle. Let the 
Cowboy Artists of America explore such interpretations and 
perhaps some of those "big museums" will seriously consider 
their work for permanent collection.
One of the first steps to bring western art back on the 
road to respectability was taken by Harry Jackson. Jackson 
was born in Chicago.^ Like many eastern youths, he migrated 
to Wyoming to be a cowboy, worked as a ranch hand and entered 
World War II as an artist for the Marine Corps. He traveled 
to New York just as that school of painting was coming into 
recognizable existence under the leadership of an older emigre 
from Wyoming, Jackson Pallock. He joined the group, studied 
with Hans Hofmann and exhibited at the galleries of Martha 
Jackson and Tibon de Nagy. His abstract work was well received i
iFrank Getlein, "Range Burial," American Artist,(November, 1965), p. 60.
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and it was expected that he would be nationally accepted in 
that manner of painting.1 Just as he was attaining that 
recognition, he reversed his art to the life of his adopted 
home. At age 40, Harry Jackson is living proof of the freedom 
of contemporary American painting. A recent work of Mr. 
Jackson's is the The Range Burial, a Nineteenth Century sub­
ject but presented to us in an enlighten Twentieth Century 
manner. The Range Burial is of monumental size 113%" X 247%" 
reminiscent of his abstract expressionist period. It deals 
with nine men burying a tenth in a shallow prairie grave.
The placement of the figures and the total composition lends 
much to this paintings overall success. Harry Jackson has 
taken one of the most sentimental of subjects and built it 
into a meaningful painting. It is of cowboys, but this is 
not an overpowering element as in most western art. These 
nine men could be miners, farmers, or bricklayers. The most 
striking element of The Range Burial is the universal inter­
pretation made possible with the solemness of the situation 
without being overly sentimental. It is a painting of human 
feeling felt by a painter and communicated to the viewer.
The Range Burial is not a cliche, but is the first real personal 
statement of the American Cowboy since the death of Charles 
Russell.
In the iron wall of art fashion there is one gap. The 
boast of American painting since World War II is that anything 
is possible. Trends in modern art are not only concerned with
^See page 60 in American Artist.
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the application of paint, but also with a revival of subject 
matter. This is a "peoples art" portraying well known sub­
jects in easy to recognize terms. This new realism is literary, 
anecdotal and illustrative. It invites sentimental appreciation 
and personal identification on the part of the viewer. It has 
an aesthetic similiarity to Nineteenth Century romantic painting.
There is something appropriate about a peoples art that 
appeals to layman's aesthetics and represents everyday occur­
rences , objects, and people. Operating on this principle the 
American cowboy can be a valid and meaningful subject matter.
The average American citizen and many foreign peoples have a 
knowledge of the Cowboy, Advertising media have given them a 
picture of the modern cowboy and even though it is am unfair 
representation they still identify him. The task of bringing 
the cowboy into a more realistic proportion must rest, in part, 
with interested artists.
The work of contemporary artists, George Segal, Edward 
Kineholtz, Larry Rivers, and Andrew Wyeth are foremost in 
this "peoples art” movement which has a relationship to the 
cowboy since both are highly romantic. With certain of these 
men there is a great deal of shock value inherent in their 
work. Sculptors Segal and Kineholtz trade heavily on this 
shock principle. Kineholtz uses it in a more obvious way - in 
the particular dialogue of his subject. Segal portrays a less 
shocking scene but with mummified and uncomfortable figures.
After the first shock of recognition is realized, individuals 
are allowed to identify with the subject or the story transpiring
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around the subject. Rivers and Wyeth allow the viewer to be­
come even more involved with the story or participants in 
their work through this identification.
Goya and Picasso were superbly able to handle a subject 
matter even more saturated with adventure, romance, and drama 
them the American cowboy. A contest which must invariable end 
in death for at least one of the participants must surely be 
the epitome of all romantic notion. Goya was intimately in­
volved with the bullfight, as an ex-matador and in his art.
Yet he created objective, meaningful art works of that subject 
with the aloofness of an indifferent observer. This ability 
to approach romantic subject matter such as the bullfight, 
with the insight gained through intimate involvement without 
allowing this nostalgia to dominate, must be the first rule 
in the execution of art. Picasso also triumps through his 
ability to present the bullfight in an admirably objective 
manner. His success in this matter is a suggestion or abstract 
presentation of a theme so universally recognized there need be 
little more implied towards its identification than horns and 
a cape.
If the only communication of a painting is sentiment, it 
is not art; but it is an emotional advertisement for the subject 
matter. Paintings which "bring back memories" or appeal to 
affairs of the heart must be doubly cultivated during their com­
pletion to allow these art ideals to dominate. If a subject 
reeks with romance or adventure then it must be equally endowed 
with the qualities synonomous with Fine Art work. This is the
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moat common shortcoming of America's Cowboy painters. Design 
elements may be played down and become subordinate to accent, 
enhance, or compliment for the sake of desirous effect. In­
timacies of color and design must never be forgotten. They 
can never be taken advantage of in such a diseastrous manner 
as to afford the subject alone top billing.
Andrew Wyeth, a painter who most lay observers worship
because of his realism considers himself an abstract painter
both meaning and design. "A lot of people say I've brought
realism back - they try to tie me up with Eakins and Winslow
Homer. To my mind, they are mistaken. I honestly consider
myself an abstractionist*His work has qualities to be
identified by the public and coveted by artists. Only the most
envious or frustrated artist could say that Christina's World
is meerly a solicitation for contributions in a "Hire the
2Handicapped" campaign.
What event in American history is more reminiscent of 
heart-rendering experiences than the War Between the States?
Yet Larry Rivers has gone a step further and superbly executed 
an entire series of paintings connected with Dead and Dying 
Civil War Veteran. His ability to select the right amount of 
identifiable objects of a nostalgic nature, include them in an 
objective manner worthy of covetousness and yet produce a work 
of aesthetics enjoyment must be the outstanding example of 
mostalgia overshadowed by high artistic principles. This *2
■^Richard Meryman, "Andrew Wyeth and His Art," Life, 92.
2See pages 94-5 in Life.
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example alone should overstate the premise that it is not sub­
ject matter that renders an art object as invalid on terms of 
object sentimentality, but rather the means with which it is 
stated.
Included in the modem art revival is a subject matter 
that was thought dead since Thomas Hart Benton and Grant Wood 
performed the coup de grace to American Regionalism. If any­
thing is visually permissible then western painting if pre­
sented with artistic conviction rather than illustrative apathy 
presents new and unlimited possibilities. It is in the light 
of this hope that I shall present my own "Rodeo Imagery".
C. Rodeo Imagery in my Work.
My personal involvement with rodeo and western culture 
makes it an available and advantageous subject for me to work 
with; but, the stigma of contemporary western painters had 
long prevented its emergence in my work. Four years of under­
graduate study did little to erase this prejudice in my mind. 
Only after enlighting discussions with art faculty at the 
University of North Dakota did I come to the realisation that 
it was not the subject that rendered modern western painting 
as invalid, but rather its method of presentation. It was 
pointed out that if one could bring the cowboy from the position 
in which he has remained since the death of Russell and present 
him to the public in a more contemporary way one would indeed 
have very potent painting material.
To reconstitute an image from the corrupt depths that the 
dime novels, Hollywood and advertising media have placed it
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seemed a near impossible task. My experience up to this time 
did not give a background in interpretation of subject beyond 
design and color compositions which held no deeper meaning for 
me than the means with which to fill a canvas. The key to the 
problem was to analyze contemporary western art, judge its 
faults and mend them in my own work. It was difficult. Cow­
boy painters continued for the most part, to present the man 
and horse in a landscape just as Remington and Russell did.
I reasoned that to put them in an arena situation would be a 
solution. This solution failed. It was still the "same old 
horse and rider” theme presented in a changed background.
The most obvious aspect of the rodeo is its action. To em­
phasize this, I tried several canvases, now destroyed, with an 
broken field of color surrounding the subject. This helped 
but was not totally sufficient. I had neglected to illustrate 
the action of the participants, a horse and rider in a bucking 
situation. Now they resembled a horse and rider in a hail 
storm or in a halo of bombarding atomic particles. The back­
ground had action, resembling the blurr of a crowd photograph 
when the camera had moved, but the horse and rider remained 
statuesque. They generated none of the power, momentum, and 
action so typical of horse and man in a conflict situation.
A study of the Futurist manifesto and work of the early Twen­
tieth Century Italian movement did reveal a potent means to 
convey the powerful contortions of the man and beast. Key 
phases in the Futurist writings lend themselves perfectly to 
the background and spirit of rodeo and specific artists of
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their movement have incorporated these exact principles into 
horse and rider themes.
"We choose to concentrate our attention on things in 
motion,” wrote Severini, "because our modern sensi­
bility is particularly qualified to grasp the idea 
of speed. Heavy powerful motorcars rushing through 
the streets of our cities, dancers reflected in the 
fairy ambiance of light and color, airplanes flying 
about the heads of the excited throng ... These 
sources of emotion satisfy our sense of a lyric and 
dramatic universe, better than do two pears and an 
apple.
Numbers seven and nine of their manifesto state:
7. That universal dynamism must be rendered in painting 
as a dynamic sensation.
9. That movement and light destroy the materiality of 
bodies.1 2
"As you see, there is with us not merely varity, but 
chaos and clashing of rhythms, totally opposed to one another, 
which we nevertheless assemble into a new harmony."3 These 
statements were the battle cry for the original Futurist 
painters, Balia, Boccioni, Cara, Russolo, and Severini.* No­
where but in Italy were the painters of these men's time so 
completely chained by the past, and deprived of a contemporary 
expression of their own. The Italian public was quite content 
with clinging to an art tradition of the past. A tradition 
which was gilded by the most masterly names of Renissance Art. 
Cowboy artists are hindered by the tradition of Remington and
1Joshua C. Taylor, Futurism, New York: Doubleday & Co., 





Russell and modern art critics are justifiably prejudiced. It 
would be hard to find a better comparison between two art 
heritages than that of the Futurists and contemporary western 
painters. Even the solutions to the problems have a similarity. 
The Futurists rebelled against traditional poses, blended colors, 
atmospheric suggestion and romantic melodrama. These are pre­
cisely the aspects that have depleated western painting of its 
significant content. Certain Futurist writings and paintings 
become almost a perfect prescription to revitalize the tired 
cowboy tradition. This is not to say that their teachings are 
an end in themselves. There are other terms in which the cow­
boy may be favorably paced, and the means to portray him need 
not be so drastic as those used by Futurists. But, with the 
incorporation of select Futurist ideas into certain action por­
trayals in cowboy painting the prognosis is more favorable.
Where could one find a means to better illustrate the powerful 
dynamics of a contorting horse and struggling rider them in 
this statement:
A profile is never motionless before our eyes, but it 
constantly appears and disappears ... moving objects constantly multiply themselves; their form changes like 
rapid vibrations, in their mad career. Thus a running 
horse has not four leas, but twenty, and their move­
ments are triangular.1
The ease with which a viewer identifies the subject helps 
hasten communication but this transition from painter to viewer 
is achieved more readily through other Futurist goals. 1
1Ibid. pp. 128-9, 7.
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With the desire to intensify the aesthetic emotions 
by blending, so to speak, the painted canvas with the 
soul of the spectator, we have declared that the 
latter must in future be placed in the centre of the 
picture.
He shall not be present at, but participate in the 
action. If we paint the phases of a riot, the crowd bustling with uplifted fists and the noisy onslaughts 
of cavalry are translated upon the canvas in sheaves of 
lines corresponding with all the conflicting forces, 
following the general law of violence of the picture.
These force-lines must encircle and involve the 
spectator so that he will in a manner be forced to struggle himself with the persons in the picture.
The public must also be convinced that in order to understand aesthetic sensations to which one is not 
accustomed, it is necessary to forget entirely one's 
intellectual culture, not in order to assimilate the 
work of art, but to deliver one's self up to it heart 
and soul.
"We want to re-enter life," they wrote, and to them as to
1modern rodeo, life meant action.
Critics have persisted in seeing Futurism as an analytical 
procedure like early cubism, its only distinction as its aim to 
present motion. This is a misconception. Motion was not an 
objective fact to be analyzed. It was rather a contemporary
f.
method of communicating to the viewer a potent expression more 
easily understood by a technological society.
Criticisms of ray work, that employ Futurist techniques, 
have centered around the relatively short time the Futurist 
operated and the negligible impact of their work in contemporary 
art. These criticisms are invalid. Although the Futurist move­
ment did not survive the 1930's, neither did classic cubism, 





this does not imply that the cowboy should be employed only 
in a rodeo action situation. The Futurist theory is only one 
approach useful in translating a small segment of the old west 
heritage. The Equestrian theme has symbolic overtones that 
can lift it from a contest situation without removing it from 
an art tradition of "Rodeo Imagery".
Symbolism is an element in my work and major suggestions 
of a symbolic nature do enter specific pieces. These are not 
of a political or religious nature, but are concerned primarily 
with the strengths and weaknesses of men and animals in the 
paintings. In this respect coloring of the animals plays the 
most important role. Most often the horses in my work are of 
light coloration, part of this reason is symbolic and part 
design. An animal of light color seems less solid and more 
airy than a dark animal, a condition which is very advantageous 
when the horse is in a bucking situation and a sensation of 
movement or action is sought. The symbolic qualities of the 
light colored horse may be found in the Bible and Folklore. A 
legend in Scotland has it that the devil took the form of a 
yellow horse who would entice men to mount him and then would 
gallop away to the depths of the earth, the rider powerless to 
dismount. (See Plate I).1 The strongest argument for using a 
light colored animal may be found in the New Testament, the 
Book of Revelations:
■̂ M. Oldfield Howey, The Horse in Myth and Magic, London: 
William Rider and Son, Inc., 1923, p. 36.
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I looked and behold a pale horse and his name that 
put on him was Death and Hell followed him. And 
power was given unto them over the fourth part of 
the earth to kill with sword and with hunger, and 
with Death, and with the beasts of the earth.1
Also Shelly's poetry of the apocalypse represents anarchy as
mounted on a white horse: "Last came Anarachyf he rode on a
white horse, splashed with blood. He was pale, even to the
2lips, like death in the Apocalypse." The bucking horse 
carries implications of all three of these pale horse examples. 
He has the enticing power of the palomino devil of Scottish 
legend that draws one to his back, and also carries the implied 
consequences of death by trampling if a rider should fall be­
neath his hooves.
There are other subtle variations of horse markings that
suggest certain traits. White legs or a white strip on an
animal's head may be taken as a design device to introduce areas
of white as a relief, or contrast in the composition. Here
again symbolism plays a major role. Horses that have too much
white upon their face, (touching their eyebrows and the tip of
their nose) are said to have moist brains, this infirmity
rendering them headstrong and hard to handle. A temperment
more than suitable for rodeo use. Concerning the number of
legs having white stockings a folklore rhythm has it:
One, buy me,
Two, try me.Three, shy me.
Pour, fly me.* 23




The last verse suggests a horse quite adaptable to the 
qualities necessary in a good bucking horse, and although I 
have included specific reproductions concerning pale horse 
types, I have not made reference to any specific plates for 
the leg color of horses. Z now refer the reader to any works 
represented concerning a horse and rider. They should invite 
spectator participating by speculations on animal traits 
through the number of suggested white legs.
One painting which makes use of strong symbolic or era- 
lematic image is Plate III American Centaur. I have tried to 
bring into a contrasting and yet similar situation the centaur 
of Greek mythology and the American cowboy. The American cow­
boy considered himself half man - half horse. He had to become 
part of the animal if he was pitted against the horse in a 
bucking situation. The ability to stay with a horse as he 
chased cattle, in stampede or a common roundup required a 
unique partnership between man and beast. It is a fact that 
any society that depended on the horse for transportation had 
a great deal of respect for superb horsemen. Nothing could be 
a better equestrian unit than the union of horse and man. The 
cowboy practiced this relationship from youth. Host primitive 
societies had elaborate rituals to insure a child with equine 
characteristics. Anthropologist H. Hisketh Pritchard described 
the ceremony among the Patongonian Indians.
In some cases when a child is born, a cow or mare is 
killed, the stomach taken out and cut open, and into this receptacle while still warm the child is laid.
Upon the remainder of the animal the tribe feast ...
A variation of the foregoing birth ceremony is yet 
more savage .•. The father of the child now advances
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I achieved this "union" of man and horse through a 
similarity of color, a blending of values, and loss of the 
rider's legs in Plate III. This painting is the most obvious 
deviation from a pale horse theme. This fact is due in part 
to my wish to suggest a statuesque and emblamatic equestrian 
unit. This emblamatic condition is also emphasized through 
an attempt to play down and minimally suggest facial features 
of both horse and rider. This may be a too obvious attempt 
to imply that this particular horse and rider contain all the 
necessary characteristics of the universal cowboy and his 
mount. If successful it then becomes a symbolic representation 
of the American Centaur.
There are other implications of the dark horse that go 
beyond its use to promote a statuesque image. The black horse 
carries certain symbolic connotations that must also be con­
sidered. In British symbology the dark horse implies mystery 
and uncertainty; two traits of the Greek Centaur. That the 
American Cowboy should wish to be mounted on a black horse 
again is pointed out in a Spanish proverb, "Those are happy 
who possess a coal-black horse with no white upon him."1
The various body parts and positions of the man and ani­
mal in the upper portion of Plate III are purposely repeated 
in the lower frieze of Greek centaurs. These devices are used 
in an obvious way to bring about a similarity between the 
American Cowboy and Centaur. That I should propose such a 
comparison is not without grounds. The old west cowboy and
1Ibid. p. 169, p. 221.
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slight symbolic connotations. It is my attempt at realism. 
This statement has nothing to do with whether drawing is a 
photographic likeness of Teacher’s identifiable features. It 
goes deeper, like an x-ray, and includes another real part of 
the man.
Jim Teacher is a professional rodeo contestant from 
Medora, North Dakota, and is a most perfect specimen of such. 
I have attempted to present Mr. Teacher as a very real rodeo 
hero. In actuality he is heroic having been among inter­
national rodeo’s ten finalists numerous years. No contesting 
cowboy has achieved this acclaim without sustaining certain 
physical injuries which are a very real part of the man. As 
stated by Tescher, "I can feel it now, sittin' here, and it 
bothers me lyin' in bed. It doesn't bother me when I work, 
though, or when I ride, just afterwards. When it gets real 
bad I know those vertebrae in my back have slipped, so I get 
Benny Reynolds to put 'em back in p l a c e . O n l y  when these 
injuries are presented, does one get a realistic picture of a 
true rodeo cowboy. The placement of lettering, labeling and 
collage function with the overall design, but the collage is 
mounted in relief and is hindered by a "window" appearance. 
Other works not reproduced have made use of surreal labeling. 
This direction may prove to be successful in terms of future 
"total idea" communication, but this success relies heavily 
on refraining from overstatements rendering them too obvious 
and devoid of serious consideration.
*W. C. Heinz, "Rough and Tumble Life of a Top Bronc 
Buster," True, XLIX, (February, 1965), p. 38.
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Within each of my three approaches to rodeo imagery, 
Futurism, Symbolism, or x-rayed Realism, 1 have selected and 
included romantic elements. This is to promote an ease of 
identity and anecodotal quality to the individual pieces.
These works must be judged as to the success or failure of 
my ability to keep them on a meaningful level. Criticisms 
of the original idea are, for the most part, invalid. I have 
been thoroughly convinced of the validity of any subject that 
evokes a sincere interest on the part of the artist toward 
original and personal interpretation. It should be this wish 
to interpret and communicate that which in turn distinguishes 
between a serious artist or Sunday painter. Only with this 
fact in mind can the artist hope to attain any serious communi­
cation. Without this ideal art cannot hope to be anymore than 
an illustrated space which fills a canvas.
It has and will continue to be my aim to produce original 
and meaningful representations of the American cowboy. This 
thesis and related art works have revealed the immense possibil­
ities inherent in the cowboy theme.
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